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HEADQUARTER:

ICE – Agenzia per la promozione  
all‘estero e l‘internazionalizzazione delle  
imprese italiane
Via Liszt, 21 
00144 Roma, Italy
Tel: +39 06 59921
Email: tessuti@ice.it

BERLIN OFFICE:

ICE – Italienische Agentur für Außenhandel
Schlüterstraße 39
10629 Berlin, Germany
Tel: +49 30 884 40 30
Email: berlino@ice.it
www.ice.it/en/markets/germany

The ICE – Italian Trade Agency is the Italian government organization working to develop, facilitate 
and promote economic and commercial relationships abroad and marketing Italian goods and 
services internationally. It further promotes the “Made in Italy” image around the world and Italy 
itself as a destination for foreign investment.
The ICE – Italian Trade Agency operates under the authority and supervision of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation (MAECI). Through its international presence, 
alongside the Italian diplomatic network, the ICE – Italian Trade Agency works together with 
business organizations and other public and private entities to offer coordinated support for 
businesses and Italian organizations involved in the globalization process.
From its Rome headquarters, with offices in Milan and around the world, the ICE – Italian Trade 
Agency provides information, assistance and promotion services to businesses and institutions, 
encouraging cooperation within the industrial, agricultural and agrifood sectors, distribution and 
tertiary businesses, to expand the presence of Italian companies on international markets. In order 
to support the Italian industrial and foundry sector the ICE – Italian Trade Agency offers a wide 
range of initiatives worldwide, such as participation in trade fairs, presentations and bilateral 
workshops.
In Germany the ICE – Berlin office organizes many promotional events with Italian regions, 
provinces, manufacturers associations, chambers of commerce, private companies and collective 
pavilions in international trade fairs such as Euroguss and GIFA.

www.ice.it

Italian Trade Agency

ITA – Italian Trade Agency

@ITAtradeagency

@itatradeagency
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4.1 | G15E

ACHILLE VALERA LISSONI

Via Nando Tintorri 19/23, Concorezzo
(Monza Brianza)
Tel: +39 0396040020
Email: sales@valera.it
www.valera.it

Based near Milan and producing high quality ribbons since 1927. 100 % made in Italy. We provide 
gros grains in solid colors that can be supplied in a vast range of patterns and structures. Every 
article can be customised in a variety of ways using excellent fibers. We have also an internal 
Quality dept for incoming yarn/outgoing material control. In a separate building we have a dyeing 
plant that allow us to apply any finishing and produce piece dyed ribbons matching special colors. 
Our articles are perfect for textile and furniture details. OEKOTEX certified and sustainable version 
also available (BCI, GOTS, GRS, FSC).

4.1 | G15D

FEDERAZIONE ITALIANA INDUSTRIALI  
DEI TESSILIVARI E DEL CAPPELLO

Via Tommaso da Cazzaniga 9/4, Milano
(Milano)
Tel: +39 0286465011
Email: tessilivari@tessilivari.it
www.tessilivari.it

Tessilivari is the association that since 1945 has represented companies in numerous sectors and 
product areas operating in the Italian textile industry, from details for the fashion industry to textiles 
for technical use, from curtains to furnishing fabrics, and from automotive to construction and 
medical textiles.
It was chosen by the best Italian companies in the textile industry, true examples of Made-in-Italy 
excellence, turning out products with a global reputation for quality day after day.
Tessilivari is the association that brings together small and medium enterprises at every level of 
the production chain that work hard every day to continue to produce and generate wealth.
It is a member of Confapi - Italian Confederation of Small and Medium Private Enterprises – repre-
senting its member companies before national and international institutions and trade unions and 
providing them with services and assistance in dealing with any industrial and trade policy issues.
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3.0 | D70C

BIANCOPERLA

Via Firenze 230, Quarrata
(Pistoia)
Tel: +39 0573739549
Email: info@biancoperla.eu
www.biancoperlaitaly.it

For three generations, Biancoperla linen manufacturers have been creating bed, bathroom and 
table collections characterized by the search for style and attention to detail, to meet the needs of a 
loyal and particularly attentive clientele. Natural fabrics are the protagonists of our collections: 
from the finest cottons and satins to soft linens, up to the most enveloping cashmere. The washed 
and garment dyed make our products unique, creating a particularly lived and material effect. 
Through the service of La Sartoria, Biancoperla offers tailor-made solutions to best meet the 
requests of architects, designers and for the realization of special projects. Unique and personal-
ized items, with precious hand-worked finishes, suitable for any type of request.

4.1 | G15K

AURIFIL

Via Santa Maria Valle 3/A, Milano
(Milano)
Tel: +39 0296799644
Email: cotone@aurifil.com
www.aurifil.eu

Established in 1983, Aurifil is an Italian company based in Milano, with a full-grown experience in 
manufacturing sewing and embroidery Cotton Threads for home, interior and contract textiles. 
Aurifil produces mercerized Makò Cotton Threads in Classic and brand-new Organic branch, that 
are widely heralded by a dedicated tribe of embroiderers, sewists, fashion & textile designers to be 
the most suitable cotton threads for home textiles decorations. Aurifil offers a wide selection of 
weights from the thinnest to the thickest: Ne 80/2, Ne 50/2, Ne 40/2, Ne 28/2 and Ne 12/2. Aurifil 
provides Thread wrapped Color Cards with all 270 Aurifil colors, perfect for sampling next to your 
fabrics. Our production processes are safe and certified, in terms of products, environment and the 
workers involved.
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3.0 | D70A

CASHPAD

Via del Castello 11, Calenzano
(Firenze)
Tel: +39 0558811380
Email: info@cashpad.it
www.cashpad.it

CASHPAD® srl was founded in Prato in 2015 by the will of 4 entrepreneur friends with deep roots in 
textiles, united by the objective of producing textile padding using natural fibres that were light on 
the land in a Circular Economy. We than revisited natural materials from recycling, reclaimed or 
excess production and yet totally recyclable, rediscovering and updating one of the ancient crafts 
of the Prato textile area, through the introduction of new technologies.

3.1 | A10D

BOGGIA DISEGNI

Via Pietro da Breggia 3, Como
(Como)
Tel: +39 031570105
Email: info@boggiadisegni.it
www.boggiadisegni.it

Textile Design for home furnishing

        BOGGIA DISEGNI
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3.0 | D70B

COGAL

Via Serio 30/A, Albino
(Bergamo)
Tel: +39 0350266058
Email: info@cogal.com
www.cogal.com

COGAL® is known in the Italian and international market for the production of household linen: the 
well-established distribution network, which rests on solid commercial relationships, allows a 
widespread distribution of products, in Italy and in the rest of the world. More than 30,000 sqm of 
industrial plants are located in Leffe (Bergamo), in the textile district of Val Gandino, with an 
integrated production system in which every thought is shared in real time within the company’s 
specialized departments: weaving, cutting, dyeing, packaging. More than 10,000 sqm of 
warehouses are located in Albino (Bergamo), this is the integrated and fully computerized logistics 
system. Our focus is the quality standard of our products, so that our customers know they can 
always trust on COGAL®.

4.1 | G15C

CIPOLLARO

Via san Paolo 10, Orta di Atella
(Caserta)
Tel: +39 0818917549
Email: info@cipollarosrl.it
www.cipollarosrl.it

Cipollaro Tessuti is a company with aim to provide the global distribution of technical fabrics for 
industry, home, boat and textile architecture for more than 20 years. PVC coated and blackout 
fabrics for sun protection, PVC coated nets for indoor – outdoor solutions, indoor and outdoor 
screens, synthetic leathers for boat and contract and super transparent cristal films are the main 
products that company distributes on the Italian and European territory. We are also able to meet 
the needs of our customers in a professional, fast and accurate way with customized and tailor-
made solutions and thanks to an excellent customer service we are able to deliver our articles in 
24/48 h and offering also a cut length service.
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3.1 | A81A

DENI SERVICE

Via Giulio Rivera SNC, Pomarico
(Matera)
Tel. +39 3291252856
Email: textureitaly@gmail.com
deniservice.net

Reproduction of images on fabric for use as clothing and furnishingdecoration

3.1 | A10A

DISEGNI&CO

Via Zezio 45, Como
(Como)
Tel: +39 031243269
Email: info@disegniandco.it
www.disegniandco.it

Textile designs for home, print, jacquard and wall paper.
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4.1 | G15B

DNL

Via Pioppitelli snc
Piana di Monte Verna 81013
(Caserta)
Tel: +39 08231276008
Email: sales@dnl-spa.it
www.dnl-spa.it

The textile mill DE NEGRI LUXURY has been producing fabrics for 5 generations, precisely since 
1790, and it is located in Italy, in the famous textile area of San Leucio – Caserta. Our factory, even 
if very ancient, it carries a long tradition in silk textiles production, is well-known in the world for the 
extremely beautiful and refinement Flame Retardant textiles, produced mainly with Trevira CS 
yarns. In fact, we are among the world leaders in the production of Flame Retardant textiles, as we 
are able to produce fabrics with Trevira CS which have an incredibly sophisticated look and silky 
aspect, being able to satisfy also the most demanding customers. For this reason, you will find our 
FR fabrics dressing the most prestigious hotels of the world. For several years, our mill has also 
been specializing into production of FR textiles with great technical performances, suitable for the 
marine industry and passing IMO tests. We would like to highlight our ability to produce custom 
textiles, due to the presence in our mill of an internal very able design studio, ready to receipt and to 
follow the various inputs coming from the customers. Besides, DE NEGRI LUXURY can vaunt to 
have one of the most acient textile archives in Italy.

3.1 | A82

ELENA KIHLMAN

Via Urbana 101, Roma
(Roma)
Tel: +39 3272030156
Email: design@elenakihlman.com
www.elenakihlman.com

ELENA KIHLMAN designs and manufactures home textiles and interior accessories. All fabrics are 
handcrafted by the stylist herself and by Italian artisans, using traditional materials and techniques, 
reinterpreting them in a modern way. In all of her works, textile design always has an artistic 
expression. She wants to show that her work style is timeless and she combines art and 
functionality.
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4.1 | G15A

GEMINI PADANA

Via Tibet 19, Busto Arsizio 
(Varese)
Tel: +39 0331342110
Email: info@geminipadana.it
www.geminipadana.it

All our fabrics are 100 % Made in Italy our fabrics and they are realised with the highest quality 
yarns, We have a wide range of fabrics ready in stock and producing internally we offer tailor-made 
services. We have double-height jacquard and heald looms with reductions that allow us to produce 
organza, tafettas, canvases and satins in great heights and in a wide range of weights. We use 
natural, synthetic, eco and techno-fibre yarn and we can create unique and original threads with our 
fancy twisting machine. We can provide digital print, pigment print, devore, fil coupé, pleated, 
embroidery. We offer different type pf treatments such as antibacterial, crashed, embossing 3D 
effect, indanthrene, rigid finishing, soft hand, soft standard, stain-resistant, standard and 
water-repellent.

3.1 | E46

GEMITEX

Via N. Barbato 2, Andria
(Barletta-Andria-Trani)
Tel: +39 0883555269
Email: info@gemitex.it
www.gemitex.it

Founded in 1988, even if already existing since 1964 as a family company with a different name, 
Gemitex Spa is a leading company in the national and international market for the production and 
selling of PVC tablecloths, 100% cotton tablecloth, anti-dirty treatment tablecloth, sofacovers, chair-
covers, ironing board covers, carpets, bathmat, kitchen mat, rugs, bedsheet, curtains and all other 
items that make great “home.” Competitive prices, made in Italy and the variety of our items, 
continuous updating of our collections, quality of service and on-time delivery make Gemitex 
always ready to satisfy the needs of the market. Gemitex spreads over two sites: The headquarter, 
located in the south of Italy, in the Apulian city called Andria (BT), where you can find the office 
tower, the prototyping room and the logistic base. The second build, located 1km far from the 
headquart, is reserved to the production of ready made items starting from the raw materials. 
Furthermore Gemitex spa has also a showroom office located in the north of Italy, exactly in Busto 
Arsizio (VA). Gemitex Spa DNA is made of Sustainability, Italian Know-how, Design innovation, 
Attention to customer’s needs and a good value for money.
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3.1 | A10B

HARGITTAI DISEGNI

Via Parini 10, Como
(Como)
Tel: +39 3356099804
Email: hargittaidisegni@gmail.com
www.hargittaidisegni.it

Design studio specialized in creating designs for fabrics, carpets, bedding, curtains and wallpaper.

3.1 | A10C

IVANA MONGUZZI

Via Alcide De Gasperi 6, Seregno
(Monza Brianza)
Tel: +39 0362860089
Email: info@monguzziweb.com

We are a textile design studio with several years of experience in designing fashion, accessories, 
drapery and furniture. All our designs are handmade and we use the computer as a tool for compo-
sition. We are proud to realize unique, not mass-produced designs, completely digitalized and 
equipped with 300 dpi files.
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3.1 | A81B

MANIFATTURA CBM DI PAOLO CHITI E C

Via Settola, snc, Agliana
(Pistoia)
Tel: +39 03341837219
Email: commerciale@manifatturacbm.it
www.manifatturacbm.it

Manifattura CBM was founded in 1963 in Prato textile district as a manufacturer of plaids and 
blankets and accessories. The production is guaranteed 100% Made in Italy and is spread over 
5000 square meters with 22 normal and jacquard looms. The company pays particular attention to 
the world of eco-sustainability and uses mostly recycled yarns with technologically advanced 
processes.

3.1 | A81C

LOMBARDA TRAPUNTE

C.Martinelli 8/10, Leffe
(Bergamo)
Tel: +39 035733101
Email: info@lombardatrapunte.it
www.lombardatrapunte.it

Our company , established in 1962, produces directly in our factory a vaste range of articles for 
home: blankets,plaids, quilts,bedspreads, carpets, sofacovers, cushions and a lot of other articles 
for bed linen . Thanks to the experience obtained and to the presence in different markets, national 
and foreign, the articles we propose are available in a big range of colours, designs and composi-
tions. The style and the designs are entrusted to a staff of expert designers that studies and 
developp products that respond to the trendy fashion and to the market requirements. 
All the articles are producted totally at our interior, for this reason we can check the quality during 
the different phases of the manufacturing process. The flexibility of our organization let us able to 
satisfy the GDO requirements and also to realize promotional and personalized articles. We would 
be glad to receive your request and give you any further informations.
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3.0 | D60D

MANIFATTURE TESSILI ALMA

Via Vienna 10, Bisceglie
(Barletta-Andria-Trani)
Tel: +39 0803958045
Email: db@dibenedettodb.com
www.dibenedettodb.com

The firm Manifatture Tessili Alma was founded in 1978 by Francesco Di Benedetto. During its 44 
years long history,it has grown up from a small family business in the south of Italy,to a well known 
company,not only within the national boundaries,but also abroad. According the traditions,since 
2004 the company is led by the founder’s son, Massimiliano Di Benedetto. The company has 
always been using only the best quality fabrics and embroderies for the production of its own 
creations. The company Manufactures Textiles ALMA skillfully combines the best of Italian manu-
facturing tradition and the latest technology to create high-quality products for the home that will 
satisfy the most demanding customer. Since 1978 the brand DB represents in Italy a permanent 
presence in the manufactury field.

3.1 | A81D

MANIFATTURA LOMBARDA

Via Costi 7, Leffe
(Bergamo)
Tel: +39 035731523
Email: info@manifatturalombarda.it
www.manifatturalombarda.it

Manifattura Lombarda was founded in 1962 in Leffe, in the Textile District of Valle Seriana, where 
qualified productive systems have been present for a long time. Since the beginning of its activity, 
the company offers a wide range of home textile products such as blankets, plaids, bedspreads, 
carpets, as well as many other items for bed linen. This wide range of products is also peculiar in 
colors, sizes, designs and composition. Aspects that allow us to work with an international 
clientele. The cooperation with a staff of Italian and international designers allow us to offert 
products with that typical touch of Italian taste that meets the worldwide requirements without 
forgetting the fashion trend of the moment. When we talk about Manifattura Lombarda, we are 
talking about a 100% Italian production that takes place to our facilities. As a matter of facts, we 
still have our own mill where the full process from the wool or cotton bales to the finished products 
is developed thanks to spinning, weaving, dyeing and finishing machinery. Quality assurance is one 
of our first goal to ensure high standards throughout design and manufacture. Quality assurance 
involves quality control checks which take place at our premises at critical control points in all 
production steps
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4.1 | G15F

MARIANTONIA URRU

Via Kennedy 77, Samugheo 
(Oristano) 
Tel: +39 3493275353
Email: info@mariantoniaurru.com
www.mariantoniaurru.com

• Mariantonia Urru gives to weaving multiple meanings: a link between past and present, a link 
between innovation and tradition, as for tradition of making.

• Mariantonia Urru looks to the future, maintaining a quality of product and crafts that originally 
belongs to the past and which are a great heritage of technical and cultural value.

• Mariantonia Urru opens the door to the collaboration with international designers, supporting 
them in the research of technical solutions and supporting the various formal results. 

• Mariantonia Urru intends to promote the territory by making sharing of knowledge and communi-
cation the basis of its innovative path.

The Sardinian techniques, especially the Pibiones, have a three-dimensionality that we exalt by 
making the artefact on several levels. In Mediterranean, designed by Paulina Herrera and winner of 
the first prize in DIART 2015, the concept of the work is a reflection of the relationships between the 
different cultures that face the Mediterranean sea, represented by a marine context crossed by 
fishes. The water flow is represented by a blue band woven in Pibiones, travelling from side to side, 
crossing the sea. The sea is woven in Litzos with a yarn made of three different materials: wool, 
linen and cotton. The composition of the yarn based on three materials and the three-dimension-
ality of the points arranged in an apparently random manner give vibrant light reflections that 
recreate the wavering sheen of the sea surface.“

4.1 | G15G

MARIO CAVELLI

Via Baden Powel 9, Busto Arsizio
(Varese)
Tel: +39 0331352411
Email: sales@mariocavelli.it
www.mariocavelli.it

Vertical Italian Manufacturer of sheers, fabrics and blackout for residential and for hospitality in 
flame retardant. .Mario Cavelli was born in 1933 and we produce all in Italy. Oekotex, Flame 
retardant, Imo and our green philosophy products.
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4.1 |G15H

PASSAMANERIA ITALIANA

Via Benso 4, Chieri
(Torino)
Tel: +39 0119470221
Email: info@passamaneriaitaliana.com
www.passamaneriaitaliana.com

Passamaneria Italiana is a family-owned maker of trimmings, known and trusted in the fashion and 
home furnishings world as the standard-setter for excellence and innovation. We produce a wide 
range of tiebacks, tassels, braids, cords, and fringes to meet customer needs across the spectrum. 
Creative design and abundant raw materials allow us to constantly update and keep fresh our 
product line. New looks and fabrications are what drives the home furnishings industry. Passa-
maneria Italiana combines market insight and agility to maintain an innovative edge. Anticipating 
and satisfying customer needs as they evolve is the reason we are a point of reference in trimmings 
for the home.

3.0 | D60C

MOLTENI HOME

Via Pietro Mascagni 22, Mariano Comense
(Como)
Tel: +39 031747933
Email: alberto@moltenihome.com
www.moltenihome.com

Bedlinen, bathlinen, table linen, fabrics for curtains, throws, cushions, bedspreads
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3.0 | D60B

SOFF-ART

Via Maestri del Lavoro 49, Terni
(Terni)
Tel: +39 0744813535
Email: soffart@soffart.com
www.soffart.com

SOFF-ART is an Italian Company specialized in bedding from 1880. Our pillows have an exclusive 
pocketed spring structure developed and patented by SOFF-ART. 
• Morpheus Spring pillows – a range of products with high-quality, hypoallergenic, layered 

polyester fiber padding around the springs. 
• Viscospring pillows – a range of products combining springs with a filling of memory foam 

produced internally with high quality anallergic materials. 
Both pillow types can be customized with a trim, an embroidery and specific technical and 
commercial labels. Different softness and sizes are available, with covers in 100% high quality 
cotton twill or in different technical fabrics. They are certified for perfect head-neck-shoulders 
alignment by ErgoCert and have been also certified by Oeko-Tex.

4.1 |G15J

TESSITURA SERICA A.M. TABORELLI

Via XXV Aprile 20, Faloppio
(Como)
Tel: +39 031550009
Email: tessiturataborelli@tessiturataborelli.it
www.tessiturataborelli.it

Founded in 1895, Taborelli has continued through the ages, crossing boundaries, revolutions and 
evolutions, to transform itself from a local-based silk weaver to a modern industrial group. Today 
we are one of the largest European producers in the womenswear industry with more than 400 
looms: an efficient mix of manual artisan skills and industrial productivity. Thanks to an extensive 
fleet of state-of-the-art machinery and to a network of local suppliers, we can deliver large volumes 
in fast turnaround times. Our choices are all customer-focused: we have a developed a range of 
bespoke services, featuring speed, creativity and quality. We started out in an area that is tradition-
ally dedicated to working with silk, and our master weavers are experts when it comes to making 
the most of their looms and the talents of our designers. Our operations are structured into four 
lines: womenswear, ties, scarves and interior decoration. Since 2009 infact we have been creating 
and manufacturing finished fabrics for furnishings destined to the domestic and international 
markets. Taborelli offers a wide range of products for both the residential and the contract market. 
Yarn dyed single and double width qualities: from natural blends (silk, linen, cotton and wool) to 
recycled polyester and Trevira CS . We are also specialised in printed warp technique mainly on 
polyester (standard and recycled) and Trevira CS warps.
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3.0 |D60A

TIEFFE 2008

Via G.Saponaro Sindaco SNC Zona PIP
Noicattaro
(Bari)
Tel: +39 0804783784
Email: tieffe2008srl@libero.it
www.jolie-luxury.it

Tieffe 2008 srl produces handicraft household linen with more than 50 years of experience. 
Company is family business and can customize everythig according customer’s requests

NOTES
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